Celebrity Exes: Robby Hayes
Sparks Outrage After Sharing
Amanda
Stanton’s
Private
Tweets on Twitter
By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, former celebrity couple Robby Hayes and
Amanda Stanton took it all to Twitter! According to
EOnline.com, Hayes shared tweets of private emails and texts
between him and his celebrity ex. The interactions shared was
an argument about Disneyland annual passes. Stanton had first
posted the following tweet that started it all: “I got a new
debit card last month and got an email from an ex this morning
forwarding me an email that his Disneyland Annual Pass payment
was declined & to update my card info… I sure know how to pick
em.” After, Hayes posted the interchanged messages captioned:
“Lol is this how it happened or was I was trying to help you
poor thing? Let’s evaluate below everyone
thing).”

(Read the whole

These celebrity exes are certainly
not on the best terms, especially
after what transpired this week.
What are some ways to keep your
relationships with your exes civil?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keeping a relationship with an ex civil isn’t always an

option, but it many times can be! Cupid has some tips on how
to go about it:
1. Be respectful toward each other: Don’t curse, don’t be
sarcastic — just don’t say things that can be taken the wrong
way. Between exes there can be lots of tension, so it is easy
for one person to feel like the other is overstepping. Stay in
your lane and give the respect you expect.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor Winter Games’ Star Lesley Murphy
Breaks Silence After Split from Dean Unglert
2. Don’t be spiteful: This is not always easy, especially if
you ended in wrong terms. However, two wrongs do not make a
right. Try your best to not be petty. It will help in the
moving on process as well. Also remember that this is a two
way street, they should not be spiteful or vengeful either.
Related Link: Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan Silence Rumors
About Their Split
3. Keep it short and cordial: Unless there is an important
reason for you to be talking to your ex, it is preferred to
keep the communication to a minimum. Be polite and straight
forward. The less you have to deal with an ex, the more likely
you will be able to take tip one and two above.
Any tips on how to deal with an ex in a civil manner? Share
with us below!

Celebrity Exes: Josh Murray

Is
‘Thankful’
Ex
Amanda
Stanton Is Dating Robby Hayes
By Melissa Lee
In Bachelor Nation news, Josh Murray claims that he’s
unbothered by his ex Amanda Stanton’s current romance
with Bachelor In Paradise co-star Robby Hayes. Stanton and
Murray were engaged before their celebrity break-up in
December 2016 after a string of events that caused the
relationship to become toxic and unhealthy. According
to UsMagazine.com, Murray moved on awhile ago. “I’m dating,
I’m doing a lot of things, and I wish them nothing but the
best.”

Josh Murray isn’t jealous his
celebrity ex is dating someone new;
quite the opposite! What are some
ways to deal with your ex moving on
with someone new?
Cupid’s Advice:
Break-ups are already tough enough, but things can get even
harder when your ex has officially moved on. If you have found
yourself in a similar situation, check out some of Cupid’s
advice to get you through it:
1. Accept it: It’s harsh, but the first thing you have to do
is accept the fact that your former lover has moved on.
Understand that this is most likely for the best so you can do
the exact same thing. Use this as an opportunity to rid

yourself of any lingering feelings, and move forward with your
own life.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelor In Paradise’
Star Amanda Stanton Opens Up About Dating Robby Hayes
2. Focus on yourself: While it may be difficult to ignore the
thoughts surrounding your ex’s new relationship, use it as
fuel to work on yourself. Give yourself a makeover, change
your hair, or do something you’ve always wanted to do. Tasks
like this can slowly contribute to better self esteem, and
you’ll feel great about all the things you’ve done for
yourself instead of focusing on the negative.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Dean Unglert
Discusses Why Rachel Lindsay Doesn’t Want Peter Kraus To Be
‘The Bachelor’
3. Meet new people: Lastly, do the same exact thing your ex is
doing — move on! If you’re not ready to start going on dates
and looking for a new relationship, take small steps by
meeting new people and just having fun. There’s no pressure to
start a brand new relationship (in fact, you should only go at
the pace you’re comfortable with), but there’s nothing wrong
with embracing your new found single life.
How do you deal with you ex moving on? Share your thoughts
below.

Celebrity Break-Up? ‘Bachelor
in Paradise’ Stars Amanda

Stanton & Robby Hayes Are
Still Dating Despite Rumors
By Melissa Lee
Could there be trouble in Paradise? Despite rumors of Robby
Hayes being spotted with another girl, UsMagazine.com reported
that this meant nothing when it comes to his relationship with
Amanda Stanton. False rumors on social media led people to
believe that Hayes had taken a mystery girl to a Zac Brown
Band concert, which then led to a celebrity break-up with
girlfriend and Bachelor in Paradise co-star Amanda Stanton.
The celebrity couple starting dating when they were filming
season four of the show.

There’s no celebrity break-up where
these rumors came from! What are
some ways to keep rumors from
affecting your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Rumors come and go, but you should never let them affect your
relationship, especially if there’s no truth to them. Luckily,
this couple was able to move past these apparent cheating
rumors. If you have a hard time preventing rumors impacting
your relationship, check out some of these tips:
1. Talk it out: If you’ve heard a rumor about your partner,
the best thing to do is to simply communicate with them. Try
your hardest not to be angry or upset, but rather calmly talk
it out and ask where these allegations came from. At that

point, it’s up to you whether or not to believe them, but
above all, it’s best not to jump to conclusions.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Taylor Swift & BF Joe
Alwyn Go on Double Date with Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds
2. Keep the relationship private: If you’ve found that rumors
and other people continue to have a negative impact on your
relationship, maybe you should start keeping your personal
life on the down low. By having a more low-key romance, you’re
less likely to even deal with rumors or allegations.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Miranda Lambert Didn’t Want A
Breakup Album About Blake Shelton
3. Move forward: At the end of the day, if you know the rumors
circulating you and your partner are false, you two should
just keep moving forward with your lives. Don’t pay the lies
any attention. You shouldn’t have to prove anything to anyone,
especially if you’re already aware that there’s no truth to
any of the rumors.
What are some of your tips for dealing with relationship
rumors? Leave your thoughts below.

